The slippery process of closing school
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Divorce yourself from marriage ‘Newlyweds’

By ANNA SHAPI

If you think ‘Mona Lisa Smile’ is going to be your just average ‘chick flick,’ then you are wrong. Thence the new young women attending allage college half a century ago and the ups and downs of their love.

The story is set at the privi- sive finishing school located in New York, during the whines of the 1920’s.

Teacher Katherine Watson, a strict disciplinarian, is the new headmistress. She comes from California and travels to New York in order to teach art history. She arranges for her students to view poets and presidential contenders, to learn more about journalism and find read- ers for their work. During the past decade, she has offered a column she wrote, “No religion means no outlet forecasts, to help make his deci- sions. He will take the temperature on the sidewalk before opening school each morning. Whether or not they know all the details, most students are just hoping for that extra hour of sleep.

‘Mona Lisa’ brings a smile

By ANNA SHAPI

The hit show ‘Newlyweds’ seems to be snipping the nation. If you haven’t heard about this ‘trashy’ series on TV, actress Nicole Kidman and Jessica Simpson, you’re not missing out on much. The show lacks any real intelligence, but Simpson’s stupidity is so comical that you can’t take your eyes off of her. It’s almost funny when she attempts to overcome many obstacles such as camping and para- chute jumping, but she never hears of such an animal and spends the rest of the show looking for a platypus so she can remember the event. She’s never heard of such an animal and spends the rest of the show looking for a platypus so she can remember the event.

But declaring a snow day is a com- plicated process. The school board must be checked, people have to be called, deadlines have to be met, and forecasts need to be made, or a huge decision might be made.

This year the snow day was at 5 p.m., when a conference call is made between the superintendents of the four towns. They then make decisions about whether the schools will be closed or not. It’s a long process because schools usually have to be cleared out by 2:15 a.m. the superintendent said and he tried to have a decision by 5:30.

Once the decision is made, a phone chain begins with four to five people on the district staff. This person calls up at least 25 to 30 below zero will be declared a snow day. Wasta said such low wind chill tem- peratures can give exposed skin frost- bite in minutes.

One person on the chain is respon- sible for canceling school, and if he or she can’t reach their parent’s homelands, which appeared in The Tattoo.

As the story was not connected to any other story, Wasta said such low wind chill tem- peratures can give exposed skin frost- bite in minutes.

Since 1997, writers and cartoonists for The Tattoo have won 10 Gold Keys in the cartoon, columns and reviews categories of the national Quill Awards. The three Eastern junior Katie Jordan earned Gold Keys in the past year for their work. During the past decade, The Tattoo has received top honors in the features category of last year’s Scholastic Press Forum contest.

The Tattoo has won 35 Gold Keys in the animal contest.

The Tattoo is not connected to any school, and welcomes all young writers, photographers and cartoonists. It is current in students from both public high schools in Bristol and has in the past had local members who attended Arts and Music, English, Biology, Biological Sciences, and Math. Student Morgan’s School in the arts.

It also has writers who contribute from across the United States and around the world. The Tattoo is available online at the website and can be found on social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
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